[Quality control of 135 histopathological reports of colo-rectal carcinoma].
To evaluate the information content in our surgical pathology reports of colon and rectum carcinoma. A third level hospital. Consecutive surgical reports from 1988 to 1994 were retrieved. The gross and histological variables with prognostic relevance according to the TNM system were registered using a checklist with standardized variables as proposed by two groups of pathologists. The adequacy of our reports was surveyed counting the number of histopathological variables in relation to the 11 prognostic parameters that must be included in routine surgical reports of large colon carcinomas. The surgical reports were 135. The histologic type, tumor grade and histological tumor invasion were provided in most of the reports. In 90% the lymph node characteristics were described and 85% had gross and histologic margin assessment. But other variables were poorly informed, i.e. vascular invasion was informed in one case (0.7%). Our surgical reports were considered adequate as 113/135 (84%) recorded more than eight prognostic variables. Insufficient data were: 1) a poor gross description; 2) lack of tumor grading in 12%; and 3) omission of anatomic site in 29%.